Pygmy dipole resonance in $^{124}$Sn populated by inelastic scattering of $^{17}$O
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A B S T R A C T

The $\gamma$ decay from the high-lying states of $^{124}$Sn was measured using the inelastic scattering of $^{17}$O at 340 MeV. The emitted $\gamma$ rays were detected with high resolution with the AGATA demonstrator array and the scattered ions were detected in two segmented $\Delta E-E$ silicon telescopes. The angular distribution was measured both for the $\gamma$ rays and the scattered $^{17}$O ions. An accumulation of E1 strength below the particle threshold was found and compared with previous data obtained with ($\gamma$, $\gamma'$) and (α, $\alpha'$) reactions. The present results of elastic scattering, and excitation of E2 and E1 states were analysed.
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In atomic nuclei, the isovector electric dipole strength is almost completely exhausted by the isovector giant dipole resonance (IVGDR), located in the energy range between 10–20 MeV. However, in particular in the case of neutron-rich nuclei, a few percent of this strength is found in the so-called Pygmy Dipole Resonance (PDR), a concentration of 1\(^-\) states located around the particle threshold [1]. The study of the PDR is not only interesting as a phenomenon associated to the nuclear structure, but it also has astrophysical implications. Indeed, pygmy states are expected to provide information on the neutron skin and, as a consequence, on the symmetry energy term of the equation of state [2–6]. Furthermore, the occurrence of low-lying dipole strength plays an important role in predictions of neutron-capture rates in the r-process nucleosynthesis, and consequently in the calculated element abundance distribution. Due to the fact that the PDR is located close to the neutron threshold, it can significantly enhance the radiative neutron-capture cross section on neutron-rich nuclei [7].

A simple interpretation of the electric dipole excitation is given by the three-fluid hydrodynamical model [8]. Within this model, two independent electric dipole resonances are naturally found, one originating from the oscillation of all protons against all neutrons (GDR) and the other described as an excess of neutrons which oscillate against a \( N = Z \) core (PDR). Several microscopic models, reported in a recent review [9], were then developed to describe, in detail, the properties of this excitation mode. The transition densities for these dipole states were found to all have a common feature, namely that neutrons and protons are in phase inside the nucleus while at the surface only some neutrons contribute. Consequently, these states seem to be characterised by a strong mixing of isospin components. In this respect it is important to underline the results of recent works comparing data from photon and \( \alpha \)-scattering experiments which show a different behaviour in the population of these states [10–12]. Indeed, a set of states in the low energy part of the pygmy region is excited with both types of reactions, while the states at higher energies are not populated by \( \alpha \)-scattering. This splitting in the population of the states reveals a different underlying structure: the low energy part seems to have a more isoscalar character dominated by neutron-skin oscillations, while the high-energy states are mainly of isovector nature associated to a transition towards the GDR.

In spite of the experimental and theoretical efforts, the nature of low-lying E1 excited states is still under debate and thus, to progress in this direction, new experimental data using different probes are needed. This paper aims at a detailed study of the PDR in \( ^{124}\text{Sn} \) using the \( ^{17}\text{O} + ^{124}\text{Sn} \) reaction having, in particular, two main goals: the first is to check with a different probe the observed splitting of the PDR and the second is to obtain the fraction of the isoscalar energy weighted sum rule (ISEWSR) exhausted by the pygmy states in this nucleus, by performing a DWBA analysis of the data. With the use of \( ^{17}\text{O} \) at bombarding energy where the nuclear isoscalar excitation is dominant and the comparison with data from \( \gamma \) and \( \alpha \) probes is possible, one expects to get better insight into the mixing of isoscalar and isovector components. Indeed, an accurate choice of projectile mass, charge, bombarding energy and scattering angle, allows one to modify the relative role of the nuclear and Coulomb components needed to test the mixed nature displayed by these states [13]. The use of \( ^{17}\text{O} \) has been recently demonstrated to be a good choice by a work investigating the pygmy states in \( ^{208}\text{Pb} \). In this work the isoscalar strength in several E1 states of \( ^{208}\text{Pb} \) was obtained [14]. In addition there is strong interest in the study of the dependence of the E1 strength with increasing neutron number and the Sn is isotopic chain offers this opportunity [15,16]. Therefore the present work on \( ^{124}\text{Sn} \) is interesting in this connection.

The experiment was performed at the Tandem-ALPI accelerator complex of the Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL-INFN) in Italy. A beam of \( ^{17}\text{O} \) ions at 340 MeV in the laboratory frame, impinged on a self-supporting \( ^{124}\text{Sn} \) target with a thickness of 3 mg/cm\(^2\). A crucial point in the studies of the pygmy dipole resonance via inelastic scattering of heavy ions is the proper choice of the projectile. Indeed, both target and projectile excitations can occur and one has to be able to separate them. The \( ^{17}\text{O} \) nucleus is a very suitable projectile for this type of experiments because it is loosely bound (the neutron separation energy being 4.1 MeV). Consequently, the detection of the \( ^{17}\text{O} \) in the outgoing channel, ensures that the \( \gamma \) rays in the energy region of interest, 5–9 MeV, are mainly associated to the de-excitation of the target and not of the projectile. The detection of the scattered ions was performed with two segmented \( \Delta E - E \) Silicon telescopes (pixel type), prototypes of the TRACE project [17,18]. They were placed symmetrically with respect to the beam axis. The angular range covered by these telescopes was of \( 9^\circ \text{–} 22^\circ \), and they allowed for a good separation of the ions. The total energy resolution for the summed signals was \( \sim 0.4\% \) at this beam energy. The \( \gamma \) rays produced from the de-excitation of the reaction participants were measured with high resolution with the highly-segmented HPGe detectors of the AGATA Demonstrator system [18–20]. This array consisted of 5 triple clusters grouped together and placed at a distance of 132 mm. Its axis, passing from the geometrical centre, formed an angle of \( 72^\circ \) with respect to the beam direction.

The \( \gamma \)-ray energy spectrum measured with the AGATA demonstrator array in the region of the pygmy resonance is shown in Fig. 1. This spectrum was obtained after applying gating conditions to select inelastically scattered \( ^{17}\text{O} \) events and decays to ground state. For this purpose, a correlation between the \( \gamma \)-ray
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energy and the excitation energy transferred to the target was imposed. The target excitation energy was obtained as the total kinetic energy loss of the scattered $^{17}$O ions. To this end, by applying a diagonal gate ($E_x = E_y$) on the matrix of the measured decay energy versus the excitation energy, it was possible to select in the $\gamma$-ray energy spectrum only the transitions to the ground state. To reject accidental background and feeding from higher-lying states we constructed a spectrum with another diagonal gate centred at $E_x = E_y + 2$ MeV and with the same width of 2 MeV. The obtained spectrum (that was subtracted from the one corresponding to the $E_x = E_y$ condition) shows negligible counts in the region above 5 MeV. Indeed, this is expected because it is known that this resonance is characterised by a number of discrete 1$^-$ states whose dominant decay is towards the ground state. Finally, since the typical lifetime of these states is of the order of femtoseconds, a Doppler correction for the recoil motion was also applied. The energy spectrum of Fig. 1 is characterised by a large fragmentation of the dipole strength similar to what was previously observed in the $\alpha$-scattering experiment [11]. In this spectrum several E1 transitions known from ($\gamma,\gamma'$) and ($\alpha,\alpha'\gamma'$) measurements [10, 11] were identified.

Exploiting the position sensitivity of the AGATA Demonstrator array and of the segmented silicon telescopes it was possible to obtain an almost continuous angular distribution for the emitted $\gamma$ rays. The information on the interaction point of the $^{17}$O ion in the silicon telescopes and that of the $\gamma$ ray measured with the AGATA Demonstrator was used to reconstruct the angle between the $^{128}$Sn recoil and the associated $\gamma$-ray emission. Fig. 2 shows the angular distributions obtained for different E1 and E2 transitions. On the right hand side, the top panel shows the angular distribution for the E2 transition at 1.132 MeV (blue dots). The bottom panel shows two angular distributions: one corresponding to the E1 transition at 1.471 MeV (red diamonds) and the other to the integrated region between 6–7 MeV (black dots) where PDR transitions are located. From Fig. 2 one sees that the angular distributions follow the expected trend for each multipolarity. It must be underlined that due to the low statistics of the recoils detected in the left silicon telescopes, the angular distributions between 90°–180° are dominated by statistical fluctuations.

![Fig. 2](image-url)

**Fig. 2.** Left panel: Ratio between the number of counts in the 65°–115° angular range (red region in the inset) over the number of counts in the 15°–65° angular range (blue region in the inset), measured with the AGATA Demonstrator, for different transitions of $^{128}$Sn. The horizontal red and blue bands correspond to the expected ratio for E1 and E2 transitions, respectively. The widths of the horizontal bands reflect the uncertainty in the spin alignment deduced from the angular distribution fit of the 1.132 MeV and the 1.471 MeV data. Right panels: Angular distributions for different E2 (top) and E1 (bottom) $\gamma$-ray transitions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The ratio between the number of counts in the red (65°–115°) and in the blue (15°–65°) regions as illustrated in the inset of the left panel in Fig. 2 was computed for transitions in different energy regions to deduce their multipolarities. The left panel of Fig. 2 clearly shows that the region of the PDR (between 5.5 and 8 MeV) has the characteristic E1 behaviour, in agreement with previous observations based on other probes [12]. Concerning the possible M1 contribution, we used the information from the ($\gamma,\gamma'$) work [10] giving tentative assignments for two transitions at 6.808 and 8.269 MeV and concluding that the M1 contribution amounts to less than 10% of the total dipole strength. In particular, in the present case we don’t identify these two transitions supposedly due to the combined effect of their weak intensity and of the high density of states in the region of interest.

One of the crucial points of this work is the comparison of the presently measured cross sections with ($\gamma,\gamma'$) and ($\alpha,\alpha'\gamma'$) results. This comparison is presented in Fig. 3 showing the differential cross sections associated to the ground-state decay spectrum with bins in 100 keV wide. In the case of ($^{17}$O,$^{17}$O$'$) and ($\alpha,\alpha'\gamma'$) data, for each 100 keV bin two cross sections are shown: one corresponding to the counts in the known discrete peaks (full coloured bars) and the other to the total measured counts denoted as unresolved strength (dashed grey bars). From this figure one sees clearly, also in the present data, the splitting of the PDR states in two regions as in the ($\alpha,\alpha'\gamma'$) data (top panel). This is due to the different nature of these states: the low-lying part of the E1 strength appears to be characterised by isoscalar transition densities that are peaked on the surface which lead to an enhancement in the isoscalar E1 response, while the higher-lying states can be interpreted as transitions towards the GDR and, thus, are
suppressed in the isoscalar channel [12]. The splitting of the PDR region becomes even more evident if we integrate the strength in the discrete peaks measured in each experiment into two regions, 5–7 and 7–9 MeV (insets of Fig. 3). From here one sees clearly that the strengths in the two regions measured in the ($\gamma$, $\gamma'$) experiment are almost equal while this is not the case for the ($^{17}$O, $^{17}$O$'$) and ($\alpha$, $\alpha'$) experiments. The small relative difference between ($\alpha$, $\alpha'$) and ($^{17}$O, $^{17}$O$'$) in the population cross section of some states might be related to the nature of these states and to the different Coulomb and nuclear contributions in these reactions.

In order to extract quantitatively the isoscalar strength of these pygmy states a distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) analysis was performed for the present measurements of the differential cross sections at different scattering angles. The DWBA calculations were performed using the computer code FRESCO [21]. Since a not well calibrated Faraday cup was available, the combined contribution of the beam current and target thickness was deduced by normalising the data to the elastic scattering cross section calculations. This normalization factor was used for every inelastic scattering cross sections measured at the same time. Fig. 4 (top panel) shows the data obtained for the elastic scattering divided by the Rutherford cross section. The optical model parameters of the Woods–Saxon potentials that best fitted our data were, for the depth of the real and imaginary potentials, $V = 50.0$ MeV and $W = 32.0$ MeV and for the radii and the diffusenesses of the real and imaginary parts $r_s = r_w = 1.16$ fm and $\delta_s = \delta_w = 0.67$ fm, respectively. The Coulomb radius parameter was $r_c = 1.2$ fm. To check the reliability and the accuracy of our calculations, a comparison between the experimental and the calculated cross sections for different $2^+$ excited states was made. The calculations for the excited states used the standard collective-model form factor, namely a deformed Woods–Saxon potential employed in the FRESCO code. For the excited states calculations the known $B(E1)$ values [10,22] were used. The central and bottom panels of Fig. 4 show the experimental differential cross sections for the excitation of the collective $2^+$ states of $^{124}$Sn at 1.132 MeV and 3.214 MeV, respectively, in comparison with the calculations. These predictions were obtained assuming pure isoscalar excitation implying that the ratio of the neutron matrix element $M_n$ and proton matrix element $M_p$ is given by $M_n/M_p = N/Z$. It is clear from this figure that the calculated curves are in excellent agreement with the data, and support the interpretation of a pure isoscalar nature of these states.

The DWBA analysis of the E1 states is presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. Since the statistics was insufficient to get an angular distribution of the scattered particles for each separate state, the data were integrated in the excitation energy region 5.5–7 MeV. The cross-section calculations for the Coulomb excitation (very similar to the total excitation using for the nuclear part the standard collective model form factor [21]) in the region between 5.5–7 MeV are shown with the black dashed line, in comparison with the data (bottom panel of Fig. 5). The used value for the summed $B(E1)$ was 0.22 W.u. A calculation including both the Coulomb and nuclear contributions and corresponding to a form factor of GDR type is shown with the green solid line in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. A large disagreement between data and these two calculations is found. In particular, the cross section associated to a pure Coulomb excitation only accounts for less than 10% of the measured yield. This leads us to conclude that the main contribution to the inelastic excitation at our beam energy comes from the

![Fig. 4. Experimental cross sections (filled circles) and DWBA calculations (solid curves) for the elastic and inelastic scattering of $^{17}$O on $^{124}$Sn at $E_{\text{beam}} = 340$ MeV. Top panel: elastic scattering differential cross section divided by the Rutherford cross section. Cross sections are shown for the $2^+$ excited states at 1.132 MeV (central panel) and 3.214 MeV (bottom panel). The statistical error is given by the error bars.](image-url)
nuclear part which needs a nuclear form factor for these states different than that of GDR type. Consequently, another DWBA calculation was performed (red solid line) using a microscopic form factor based on the transition density associated to the E1 pygmy states obtained with a relativistic quasiparticle time-blocking approximation (RQTBA) microscopic model [23]. The latter is based on covariant energy-density functional theory with single-particle and vibrational degrees of freedom coupling yielding an extension beyond the mean-field approach. Such transition density is shown in the inset of the top panel of Fig. 5 for protons and neutrons. It is evident from its shape that the external region is dominated by the neutron contribution. For the calculation of the form factor a double folding procedure with an M3Y nucleon–nucleon interaction was used [24]. This form factor as well as the used transition densities (in the inset) are shown in the top panel of Fig. 5. As expected for these states, the dominant contribution to the form factor comes from the isoscalar part of the nucleon–nucleon interaction component. The calculations based on the microscopic form factor were fitted to the data to extract the value of the ISEWSR strength. In particular, it has been assumed that the cross section is a sum of two parts, one being the Coulomb and the other the nuclear (isoscalar) contribution. For the Coulomb contribution we fixed the value corresponding to the known B(E1) measurements [10]. For the nuclear contribution fitting the data the starting value was that associated to the used microscopic form factor corresponding to 0.5% of the ISEWSR strength $2.17 \times 10^3 \text{ e}^2 \text{fm}^4$. Indeed 0.5% of the ISEWSR is the ratio of the values obtained by applying the isoscalar dipole operator [12] to a state at 7.1 MeV (the most intense in the region of interest) and to all calculated states up to 50 MeV. Since the value of the fraction of the ISEWSR is proportional to the isoscalar cross section, we multiplied this value to fit the experimental cross section data and this resulted in 1.5 (0.2)% of the ISEWSR strength for the sum of the measured discrete states in the interval 5.5–7 MeV.

Fig. 6 reports (using red bars) the energy distribution of the isoscalar strength values in $e^2 \text{fm}^4$/MeV based on the results of the data fitting shown in Fig. 5. The data are integrated in bins of 100 keV. It is clear that a sizable isoscalar dipole strength characterises the low energy part (below 7 MeV) of the $1^-$ states. This picture is confirmed also by the measured distribution corresponding to the total unresolved strength, displayed with grey bars in Fig. 6. These experimental results are in general agreement with the corresponding predictions based on the RQTBA microscopic model [12,24], although the calculated states are shifted up in excitation energy by about 2 MeV as compared with the data. In addition, the present data are consistent with the results of experiments focusing on the ISGDR at around 20 MeV, where most of the isoscalar strength is located [25,26]. In fact, the total measured strength in the discrete peaks is 2.2 (0.3)% of the EWSR and 7.8 (0.7)% for the unresolved region.

In summary, we have presented the results of an experiment aimed at the investigation of the isospin character of dipole states in $^{124}$Sn in the region below the neutron binding energy. The $^{17}$O probe at around 20 MeV/u resulted to be a good tool for this purpose. The data are in remarkable agreement with a previous experiment using the $(\alpha, \alpha')$ inelastic scattering reaction. Both reactions are selective in the population of specific pygmy states as compared to photon-scattering. In addition, this experiment provided the isoscalar strength distribution of the pygmy states. Indeed, the angular distribution measurements of the emitted $y$ rays and of the scattered $^{17}$O ions corresponding to the ground and different excited states are found to be essential in this connection. For the $1^-$ states a DWBA analysis based on a microscopically calculated form factor was performed and showed a sensitivity to the surface part of the transition density. Being the transition density dominated on the surface by the neutron component one can deduce that the pygmy states $^{124}$Sn are associated with the excitation of surface neutrons, mainly those in the neutron skin. Therefore in the future it will be very interesting to perform these studies on the isotopic chain of Sn and other neutron-rich nuclei also using other probes as protons at medium energy.
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